
WATER

My throat felt like a desert as I stood in front of the water dispenser. Kids ran around me
screaming, “Give me that!” Others built Legos. On the floor was a big mat where we would sit
and discuss the books we were reading, Green Eggs and Ham and I Can Read With My Eyes Shut!
The room had the smell of flower-scented air fresheners. But I had only one thing on my mind.

Water.

At home, I would ask my parents in Mandarin, and they would fill up my bottle with water. But
right then, my little plastic bottle was in the kitchen cupboard at home.

I gazed at the two teachers in the room. Ms. Meg sat with some kids building a Lego house,
while Ms. Rowena played a geography game with some other kids.

The water dispenser was right next to Ms. Rowena. It was the size of a child. The plastic bottle
would glug when water trickled down into the paper cups. For a moment, I just stared at the
water dispenser. What was the word for water in English? I know it starts with w, but what
comes a�er? Was it watch? No, or was it wake? In Mandarin it was shui. The feeling of water
going down my throat popped into my head. Was anything as good as water? The cooling
sensation was the embodiment of joy, just like sleep, puppies, and my grandparents’ cooking.

My grandparents loved to cook. Grandpa would stand over the stove, using a wooden spatula to
stir the onions, broccoli, and carrots. Grandma would sit at the dining table, using the prepared
dough to make dumplings. She said, “Use the spoon to scoop some filling into the center of the
dough.” I scooped a little filling, and put it in the center. “Now, fold it in half , and pinch it
together.” When I finished three, she said, “It’s important to learn how to cook.”

A�erwards, we would sit at the table and eat. I gobbled up all the dumplings on my plate. I
always had water next to me—water as refreshing as peppermint Altoids.

At home, my parents and grandparents mainly spoke their native language, so I grew up
learning Mandarin. The conversations consisted of words like hua and xi which meant watering
the plants in the garden or doing the laundry.

When I started this Junior K program, I didn’t know many English words. I only knew some
basic words like play and eat...

How should I ask a teacher for water if I don’t know the word? By now, my throat was as dry as
the playground sandbox. I glanced back at the water dispenser.  It looked like a giant pool of
water, where I could drink to my heart’s content.



Once when I was at the pool with my family, Grandma slipped and scraped her elbow. I asked
her in Mandarin, “Are you okay?” Grandma said, “I’m fine. When you fall, you have to be brave
and wash it off even if it hurts.” Another time, when Grandpa was cooking, he accidentally cut
himself. I asked him in Mandarin, “Are you okay?” Grandpa said, “I’m fine. You have to be brave
when things happen.”

I walked up to Ms. Rowena, and I pointed at the water dispenser. My heartbeat skyrocketed, and
I said in English, “Can I?”

Ms. Rowena replied, “Do you want water?” How could I forget that the word was water? She
pointed at the water dispenser, and I nodded. With a sweet voice she said, “Sure, follow me, and
I’ll get you some.”

Since then, I have learned many more English words, but I have nearly forgotten some Chinese.
Now, sometimes when I speak Mandarin I have to stop and think about what the word is. As I
rummage around in my brain, I bump into the memory of forgetting the word for water. Now,
just thinking about it makes me thirsty.


